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New Process

研磨機の冷却濾過システムメンテナンス周期（半年に１回から月１
回）を見直し

1: Final Grinding  Control Wheel Speed Reduced from   40 rpm to 20 rpm
最終研磨工程でのホイールスピードを40 rpm から 20 rpmへ減速

5

 3: Visual inspection of the parts has been introduced
after the grinding operation at a frequency of 3/Hour
using 10X magnification as per the boundary samples
set by SAF
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Char.

In

                    Poka Yoke Customer (KKP) Production No
Rev

CONTROL / 管理項目

32

33

Ö

No

Linia Parts name:Nazwa operacjiStan.nr

WORKING INSTRUCTION                     Super Auto Forge Ltd.4 WASAF-3.0

Klient

Primary Plunger

No ups

2008/6/28

Obowiązuje od:

Obowiązuje do:

9

5

All A001683Machine
#2

OPIS Instruction / DIAGRAM / Procedure / 手順 CONTROL

OD ECM process / Griding process

Char.
spec.

2008/4/14

100% presence of components

Si

2

3

4

100% lack of surface scratches after dissasembly/
assembly

5

5

Department:
Operator……………………………………………………… Data……………………………………

25

26

29

30

31

25

2. Coolant filtration system will be reviewed and
improved TPM from 6 month to 1 month

Working instruction

Ö

 研磨工程後、サンプルを用いての１０Ｘ顕微鏡を使用して
3時間の視覚的検査を導入。

1 NIE 0 0 2

Szablon: 661ISP Kopia dokumentu pobrana do zapisu (16-04-2008 14:10:27) - Gebczynski Marek SAF_Japanese.xls
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New Process

研磨機の冷却濾過システムメンテナンス周期（半年に１回から月１
回）を見直し

1: Final Grinding  Control Wheel Speed Reduced from   40 rpm to 20 rpm
最終研磨工程でのホイールスピードを40 rpm から 20 rpmへ減速

5

 3: Visual inspection of the parts has been introduced
after the grinding operation at a frequency of 3/Hour
using 10X magnification as per the boundary samples
set by SAF
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Rev
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Linia Parts name:Nazwa operacjiStan.nr

WORKING INSTRUCTION                     Super Auto Forge Ltd.4 WASAF-3.0

Klient

Primary Plunger

No ups

2008/6/28

Obowiązuje od:

Obowiązuje do:

9

5

All A001683Machine
#2

OPIS Instruction / DIAGRAM / Procedure / 手順 CONTROL

OD ECM process / Griding process

Char.
spec.

2008/4/14

100% presence of components

Si
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4

100% lack of surface scratches after dissasembly/
assembly

5

5

Department:
Operator……………………………………………………… Data……………………………………

25
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29
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31

25

2. Coolant filtration system will be reviewed and
improved TPM from 6 month to 1 month

Working instruction

Ö

 研磨工程後、サンプルを用いての１０Ｘ顕微鏡を使用して
3時間の視覚的検査を導入。

1 NIE 0 0 2

Szablon: 661ISP Kopia dokumentu pobrana do zapisu (16-04-2008 14:10:27) - Gebczynski Marek SAF_Japanese.xls
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Expertise for the difference from the case 
occurred on other company

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION



Expertise for the difference from the case occurred on other company

[Expertise for the difference]

Because it is assumed that the lead time until air ingestion of the master cylinder upon the failure is different, the severity 
(nature of the problem) is different from the case occurred on other company.

(other company case: potential air ingestion in short period  < -- > TRW: it did not reach to air ingestion in short period)

Other company case TRW failure

Failure 
mechanism

The seal flips over and brake fluid would leak.
(Insufficient lubrication by the brake fluid which has less 
polymer) 

Through the clearance between primary plunger and 
seal, brake fluid is scraped out into the vacuum 
booster.
(Production problem on primary plunger)

Estimate 1) It is estimated that fluid  leak rate is high when the seal 
flips over.

(Because a leak path is configured)
2) Based on the fact that the countermeasure is 
“replacement of the seal”, it is estimated as seal 
material/shape defect.

Amount of scraped brake fluid is very limited, it 
takes long period to scrape out.
(If no brake attempt, fluid does not be scraped)

Expertise There is possibility of “air ingestion at next brake attempt  
after flipping over of the seal”.

Air ingestion of master cylinder directly causes 
“increased pedal stroke and problem of brake 
effectiveness”.  There is a possibility to be a unsafe 
situation without foreseeable phenomenon.

It is considered that “it does not come to an air 
ingestion of master cylinder immediately after the 
brake warning lamp on”.

2



Expertise for the difference from the case occurred on other company

Supplemental explanation for “Estimation”

Other company case TRW failure

Problem 
Photo

(note: Photo shows an image of flipping over of seal.  It is 
extreme case)

Failure mode When the seal flips over, a gap is configured between 
plunger and seal.  (no seal condition)

“Leak path” for fluid leak is configured.
Because problem area is seal against negative pressure 

chamber, the leakage is fueled.

Brake fluid is scraped out upon stroke.
(If no brake attempt, fluid does not be scraped)

Estimation After the flipping over of seal,

It is estimated that “fluid leaks and it come to an air 
ingestion in short period.

Amount of brake fluid scraped is very limited.
It takes certain period of time to come to an air 
ingestion via scraping out.

(Refer to the material 
MAZDA_J50_Mcyl_BrakeFluid_leakage_2010_12_09
_ver01.pdf for the estimation of scraping amount )

3
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 MAZDA              Master cylinder 

 
Brake fluid Leak from the Master cylinder  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quality Information of the Market  

No. 2AA2950621 

 

2011/Ari./8 Ver.05 

 

TRW 
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Investigation of field concern parts for          master cylinder 

 

<Purpose> 

Since the symptom that “fluid is leaked from the brake master cylinder” has been 

confirmed in the field, the root cause is studied.  

 

<Investigation result> 

Fluid leak may have occurred due to vacuum seal wear + contamination 

→The phenomena that can be the root cause of this concern has been replicated.  

- External leak of the master cylinder has been confirmed.  

*Fluid leaks around the plunger when it’s connected with the booster with the vacuum 

maintained.  

（No fluid leak has been found in the master cylinder unit stroke test.)  

- Result of disassembly 

* Vacuum seal：Abnormal wear has been found partly.  

* Aluminum contamination has been found. 

 

<Observation> 

* This fluid leak is assumed that brake fluid has been sucked out from the vacuum 

seal friction spot due to the booster’s vacuum.  

* As one of the reasons for abnormal seal wear, vacuum seal wear may have been 

advanced through the seal sliding when brake is applied because of contamination.  

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION 



Reproduction condition 

* Vacuum maintained 

(Test vacuum：- 667mbar) 

* Booster, master cylinder 

not operated. 

Reproduction test result for master cylinder’s brake fluid external leakage 

 

60 min later：Leak spread further 

and became more obvious. 

Test start（vacuum：- 667mbar) 20 min later：fluid began to leak 

40 min later：Leak spread 

and became obvious. 



Master cylinder disassembly result-1 



Aluminum contamination was 

found: Foreign material 

seemed to have come from 

primary plunger scratch (As a 

result of foreign material 

analysis, it was confirmed to 

be aluminum that is the same 

constituent as primary 

plunger) 

Wear of seal due to 

contamination was 

confirmed through plunger 

operation.  

Master cylinder disassembly result-2 



Fluid leak phenomenon due to contamination 

Due to contamination, seal is rubbed at 

every plunger stroke, causing seal wear 

(with scratches formed) 

 

Part sketch 

When wear and/or scratch occurs in the seal, it 

creates a small gap to the plunger. Then, fluid is 

scraped out by the plunger movement, resulting 

in the slow leak.  

A 

Contamination 

L-seal 

Transformation position 

M/Cyl 

Bore 

Plunger 

Move to 

upward 

Cross 

section 

A-A 

 

A 



When master cylinder body is inserted into the primary 

plunger, both parts may interfere each other due to 

misplacement of alignment tool, which may cause foreign 

material generated from the primary plunger scratch.  

Process that may have a risk of contamination-1 

Alignment tool 



As a result of reproduction test with Op 60, we verified a 

scratch was created after the plunger and the master cylinder 

body interfered each other due to the tool misplacement. 

There’s a possibility that it may have been assembled with 

aluminum piece coming from the scratch included.  

Reproduction test result 

Due the nature of the nick. The 

damage was done after anodizing 

process 



Estimated root cause of contamination-2 

Possibility that the plunger with foreign material (contamination) 

attached may have been delivered to the process. 

Contamination 



The packaging is perfectly 

sealed and inside are the 

pistons in a tray where it enters 

each in place preventing this 

from hitting 

Incoming condition of Plunger 



Marked distance was increased to 

allow the tool, to have a better 

alignment on the support.  

Original distance was 10 mm, 

current is 30mm 

Permanent Corrective Action 1 

Improvement of piston insertion tools and nests and re-alignment 

assembly system. 

The proper fit  

After Before 



Permanent Corrective Action 2 

Foreign material attached to the plunger is removed with the 

ultrasonic washing before the plunger is put into the process. 
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